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la Catedral, or Gruta de la Iglesia
Vieja, near the town of Alamitos,
on the same hill. The caves are likely
to be connected at some time in the
future. Gruta del Ángel is a beauti-
ful cave, but, unfortunately, easy
access has resulted in destroyed
and damaged speleothems. Regard-
less of that, the cave remains attrac-
tive.

Arturo González Pérez, a Río
Verde local, reported on the first
explorations of Gruta del Ángel,
back in October 1970. Friends from
Río Verde who accompanied him
included Benedicto Aguilar Rod-
ríguez, Abel Ramírez Nieto,
Manual González Martínez, and
Pablo González, along with others.
After searching for the surface lo-
cation of the skylight in Gruta de la
Catedral, they found a small cavity
with several bats in it. After remov-
ing some rocks, they found that the
cave seemed to continue, and they
decided to return and dig the fol-
lowing weekend. With digging
equipment and more time, they dis-
covered the large passage of this
famous cave and were impressed
with its pristine beauty. They tried

to keep its location secret, but, as
usual, someone spilled the beans,
and the Gruta del Ángel became
famous to locals and nearby cavers.
Some years later, locals decided to
place a locked gate to prevent more
damage, but, sadly, someone stole
the entire locked gate. In 1990, the
cave was still fairly clean, and it still
had side passages that were pass-

able and continued to the cave’s
end. Now they are blocked with
rocks and mud due to natural oc-
currences. Source: Juan Cancino
Zapata in Tsaval 6, pages 24–25,
translated by Oscar Berrones.

Sergio and Omar Sánchez-
Armáss reported in “Mexico News”
in AMCS Activities Newsletter 23 that
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additional passage had been found
beyond the sump in Resumidero El
Borbollón. Additional information
has become available, and the map
of the new section and the graph of
air and wall temperatures printed
here are taken from an article in
Tsaval 6, pages 7–16. A map of the
older part of the cave appeared in
AMCS Activities Newsletter 18.

SONORA
Direct measurements of ammo-

nia in the atmosphere of Cueva del
Tigre, a dry cave containing several
million insectivorous bats, revealed
a peak concentration of 1779 parts
per million. Observations indicate
that the origin of the ammonia is
rapid microbial decomposition of
bat urea, not chitinous guano. Mod-
eling of ammonia distribution and
diffusion indicates that ammonia
production is approximately 250
grams per day, equivalent to the
decomposition of about 450 grams
of urea. Source: Donald McFarlane,
Ray Keeler, and Hiroshi Mizutani,
Biogeochemistry, volume 30, pages 1-
8, 1995.

TAMAULIPAS
During the final phase of the U.

S. Deep Caving Team’s 2001 project,
divers Jim Brown, Bill Stone, Peter
Mulholland, and Robbie Warke set
up a camp in the Infiernillo en-
trance to Sistema Purificación. The
left and right sumps were con-
nected, and Jim got about 500
meters upstream in three dives. The
passage seems to be headed toward
the downstream sump in Isopod
River, still about a half kilometer
away. In the downstream direction,
a connection was made to Echo
Sump, a small sump near the en-
trance. This would enable down-
steam pushes to bypass the first 300
meters of diving, very up-and-
down and wasteful of gas, but un-
fortunately pushes downstream
from a platform built at Echo Sump
led down 50 meters to a restriction
with no flow. Additional diving was
done in the tunnels from the main
sumps, but there was no progress
there beyond Jim’s earlier dives.
(See also AMCS Activities Newslet-
ter 20). Sources: Mark Minton and
Bill Stone.

A number of trips over the last
few years have added to the length
of Sistema Purificación. In May
2000, divers Jon Bojar and Jason
Richards dove the upstream sump
in the Valkyrie River for 150 meters,
and it kept going. Pushes in the
Lunar Way area led to the gnarly
LA Freeway, which was connected
to the Tequila River off the World
Beyond during a return trip a
month later. In November 2000, a
trip was made to Camp VII in the
World Beyond in order to push the
ascending Batwing Boulevard lead.
Three more pitches were climbed,
and they stopped at another aid
pitch. Another camp a month later
concentrated on the Confusion
Tubes in the lower part of the cave.
The area yielded 1500 meters of
new passage in the eastern part of
the tubes. Unfortunately Terri
Treacy took a fall in the tubes, which
broke her leg in two places, and she
had to be evacuated to Texas.

Other activities during the De-
cember 2000 PEP expedition took
place around Conrado Castillo.
More survey was done in a lower
level of Cueva del Borrego, and Bill
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